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Technical Datasheet
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TDS

Colour/Type
Transparent liquid, acid free to use PH balanced cleaner for vehicle 
wheel rims, automotive paint & windows. 

Areas of usage:
Almost all surfaces including metal, aluminum, copper, chrome and 
painted surfaces.

Environment: Please check local requirements and MSDS.

Packaging: 25 litre

PPE: Wear dust-mask and gloves. Avoid skin contact. Refer to MSDS

Storage:
Approximately 24 months. Prevent from leaking into the ground.
Protect from frost.

Surface prep: N/A.

Equipment needed:  N/A.

Tests: ISO9001. (For further information contact B.I.G International LTD)

Applying/Drying: Stir well before use! Apply by spraying the material onto the surface. 

Origin/Manufacture: B.I.G International NV (Netherlands)
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Useful Information

How to optimise the use of Q-Line® 775

Applications:
Q-Line® 775 is a highly effective acid free PH balanced cleaner for wheel trims, automotive 
paint surfaces and windows. The product easily removes stubborn dirt including brake dust and 
particles from the surface. The product can be applied to almost all surfaces including metal, 
aluminium, copper, chrome and painted surfaces. Once applied to the surface the product 
responds to the pollution including iron by changing colour to red / purple. Q-Line® 775 has been 
developed to be a highly effective wheel cleaner however the product is ideal for in depth cleaning 
of dirt and metal particles including (fly)rust or other metal oxides. We strongly recommend you 
test on an inconspicuous area before usage.

Method of use:
You must stir Q-Line® 775 well before use! The product is applied by spraying on to the surface 
and should be allowed to dwell for 3 to 5 minutes whilst the cleaner turns red / purple. If extremely 
dirty you may wish to also use a soft-bristled wheel brush to clean between the spokes. Rinse 
off the product after a maximum of 5 minutes and do not allow the product to dry on the surface. 
Clean water must be used to rinse away the product and we recommend using a high pressure or 
water jet.

Q-Line® 775 must not be used on hot wheel surfaces, preferably cool down the surface with water. 
When using a brush be careful not to scratch the surface.

IMPORTANT 
Q-Line® Are manufactured by B.I.G International LTD. Q-Line® products information are based on laboratory tests and practical 

experience. Since the conditions under which the product is used are often outside the control of B.I.G International LTD, we can only 
guarantee the product quality, since the result is dependent on the substrate, pre-treatment, temperature, air humidity, application 

etc. B.I.G International LTD reserves the right, without notice to change the product and the given data.


